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Abstract 
This paper presents an approach for identifying similar documents that can be used to assist scientists in finding 
related work. The approach called Citation Proximity Analysis (CPA) is a further development of co-citation 

analysis, but in addition, considers the proximity of citations to each other within an article‟s full-text. The 

underlying idea is that the closer citations are to each other, the more likely it is that they are related. In 

comparison to existing approaches, such as bibliographic coupling, co-citation analysis or keyword based 

approaches the advantages of CPA are a higher precision and the possibility to identify related sections within 

documents. Moreover, CPA allows a more precise automatic document classification. CPA is used as the 

primary approach to analyse the similarity and to classify the 1.2 million publications contained in the research 

paper recommender system Scienstein.org.  

Introduction and Motivation 

The search for related scientific work can be tedious, and often important documents are 

missed out. Difficulties are caused by an increasing number of publications, growing 

exponentially at a yearly rate of 3.7 %, unclear nomenclature, synonyms and numerous other 

factors [1]. In practice, most searches for related work start with some initial papers and 

navigating the citation web nearest to those papers. However, even the more advanced 

approaches for identifying related work based on co-word analysis, collaborative filtering, 

Subject-Action-Object (SAO) structures or citation analysis do often not deliver satisfying 

results [2-8]. Therefore, we developed a new approach to determine the similarity of 

documents, which we name Citation Proximity Analysis (CPA). The approach is based on co-

citation analysis and improves precision by considering the position of citations. The 

presented approach was developed for the research paper recommender Scienstein
1
 to assist 

researchers in finding related work. 

The first part of this paper gives an overview about existing methods to identify similar 

documents, whereas the focus lies on the most popular citation analysis approaches and their 

strengths and weaknesses. The second part explains how the CPA can be used to measure 

similarity and the steps necessary to calculate a new metric that we call Citation Proximity 

Index (CPI). Afterwards, first results from an empirical study comparing the performance of 

co-citation analysis and CPA are presented. Finally, an outlook on further implications and 

how the CPA could be used in other fields is given. 

1 www.scienstein.org is a research paper recommender focusing on identifying related work developed by the 

authors 
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Related Work 

Various approaches exist to determine the degree of similarity of documents in order to 

identify related work. Whereas text-mining approaches are used in cases in which references 

are not stated, citation analysis approaches usually deliver superior results as e.g. synonyms 

and unclear nomenclature do not lead to misleading results [3, 4, 5].  Many citation analysis 

approaches exist and they all have their own strengths and weaknesses for identifying similar 

documents.  Among the most widely used are the easily applicable „cited by‟ approach, which 

considers papers as relevant that cite the same input document and the „reference list‟ 

approach, which considers papers as relevant that were referenced by the input document. The 

best results can usually be obtained by bibliographic coupling and co-citation analysis, which 

allow calculating the coupling strength [6]. These approaches, which were already invented in 

the 60s and 70s, are used by scientists and on academic search engine websites like CiteSeer
2
 

[9]. 

 

Documents are bibliographically 

coupled if they cite one or more 

documents in common. Figure 1 

illustrates this approach: Papers A and B 

are related because they both cite papers 

C, D and E. 

 

In contrast, two documents are “co-

cited” when at least one paper cites both. 

This approach is illustrated in Figure 2: 

Papers A and B are related because they 

are both cited by papers C, D and E. The 

more co-citations two papers receive, the more related they are [6]. 

 

Although both approaches are suitable to identify similar papers, they serve different 

purposes. Whereas bibliographic coupling is retrospective, co-citation is essentially a 

forward-looking perspective [9]. However, both approaches often deliver unsatisfying results, 

since they only make use of the bibliography at the end of the document without analysing the 

constellation of citations. Since these approaches are system-inherent, it is also not possible to 

determine in which part of a related document the content of interest can be found.   
 

Citation Proximity Analysis (CPA) 

Instead of just using the bibliography, in CPA the information derived from the proximity of 

the citations to each other in the full-text is used to calculate the Citation Proximity Index 

(CPI) in three steps.  

 

1. The document is parsed and a series of heuristics are used to process the citations including 

their position within the document
3
.  

 

                                                
2 http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu 
3 The citations were parsed using a modified version of parsCit (http://wing.comp.nus.edu.sg/parsCit) in 

combination with exclusively developed software, which is available upon request from the authors. 
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2. The citations are assigned to their 

corresponding items in the bibliography. 

The overall margin of error with the system 

we have developed equals nearly three 

percent for the first and second step. 

 

3. In the third step the proximity among 

each citation-pair is examined. The 

underlying assumption is that the closer the 

citations are to each other the more likely it 

is that they are related. Based on this 

proximity analysis, the CPI is calculated. If 

for example two citations are given in the 

same sentence the probability that they are 

very similar is higher (CPI = 1) as if they 

were only in the same paragraph (CPI = 

1/2). See Figure 3. 

 

However, further research needs to be 

performed to identify the appropriate 

weighting of the CPI values according to their occurrence, which also seems to depend on the 

publication‟s research field and publication‟s research type. For example, it seems that for 

analysing a technical report or patent specification, different weightings seem suitable. First 

empirical evaluations have lead to the values shown in Table 1 for calculating the CPI.  

 
Table 1: CPI Values 

The results delivered by CPA can be improved by 

evaluating as many sources as possible. This can be the 

case due to multiple occurrences of the same citation and 

due to multiple documents citing a certain document. In 

our series of tests we experienced the best results by 

calculating the weighted average of the CPIs. By 

automating the process described above, we have 

calculated the CPI for publications contained in the 

Scienstein database. The results show that in comparison to the results delivered by co-

citation analysis, CPA delivers considerably better results in identifying similar documents.  

 

Empirical Comparison of Co-Citation Analysis and CPA 

In the following, first results of a study examining the suitability of CPA to identify related 

work are presented. The complete study will be published separately. As it would be 

unfeasible to compare the results with every known approach, the focus laid on a comparison 

with Co-citation analysis as this approach usually delivers the best results. The 21 study 

participants have been asked to select three similar documents from the Scienstein.org 

database and then six “related work recommendations” have been provided.  Three of them 

were chosen based on co-citation strength and three based on CPA without indicating the used 

approach. The results show that the CPA performs significantly better in identifying related 

work than the commonly-used Co-citation analysis. 

Occurrence CPI value 

Sentence 1 

Paragraph 1/2 

Chapter 1/4 

Same journal / 

same book 

1/8 

Same journal but 

different edition 

1/16 

This is an example text with references to different documents. 

Another example. This is an example text with references to 

different documents. Another example. This is an example text 

with references to different documents.Another example. Another 

example. Another example. This is an example text with 

references to different documents.Another example. 

Another example. This is an example text with references to 

different documents.This is an example text with references to 

different documents. Another example [3]. This is an example text 

with references to different documents.Another example. Another 

example. This is an example text with references to different 

documents [1]. Another exampleThis is an example text with 

references to different documents.

Another example. This is an example text with references to 

different documents.Another example. This is another reference 

[2]. Another example. This is an example text with references to 

different documents.Another example. This is an example text 

with references to different documents. Example. This is an 

example text with references to different documents.

This is an example text with references to different documents. 

This is one reference [1], [2]. This is an example text with 

references to different documents. Another example. This is an 

example text with references to different documents.This is an 

example text with references to different documents.Another 

example. Another example. 

Document 2

Another example. This is an example text with references to 

different documents.This is an example text with references to 

different documents. Another example [3]. This is an example text 

with references to different documents.Another example. Another 

example. This is an example text with references to different 

documents [1]. Another exampleThis is an example text with 

references to different documents.

Another example. This is an example text with references to 

different documents.Another example. This is another reference 

[2]. Another example. This is an example text with references to 

different documents.Another example. This is an example text 

with references to different documents. Example. This is an 

example text with references to different documents.

This is an example text with references to different documents. 

This is one reference [1], [2]. This is an example text with 

references to different documents. Another example. This is an 

example text with references to different documents.This is an 

example text with references to different documents.Another 

example. Another example. 

This is an example text with references to different documents.[1] 

Another example. This is an example text with references to 

different documents.

This is an example text with references to different documents. 

Another example. This is an example text with references to 

different documents. Another example. This is an example text 

with references to different documents.Another example. Another 

example. 

This is an example text with references to different documents.[1] 

Another example. This is an example text with references to 

different documents.This is an example text with references to 

different documents. This is one reference [1], [2]. This is an 

example text with references to different documents. Another 

example. This is an example text with references to different 

documents.This is an example text with references to different 

documents.Another example. Another example. 

Another example. This is an example text with references to 

different documents.This is an example text with references to 

different documents. Another example [3]. This is an example text 

with references to different documents.Another example. Another 

example. This is an example text with references to different 

documents [1]. Another exampleThis is an example text with 
references to different documents.

This is an example text with references to different documents. 

Another example. This is an example text with references to 

different documents. Another example. This is an example text 

with references to different documents.Another example. Another 

example. Another example. This is an example text with 

references to different documents.Another example. 

Another example. This is an example text with references to 

different documents.Another example. This is another reference 

[2]. Another example. This is an example text with references to 

different documents.Another example. This is an example text 

with references to different documents. Example. This is an 

example text with references to different documents.

This is an example text with references to different documents. 

This is one reference. This is an example text with references to 

different documents. Two very similar references [1],[2]. This is an 

example text with references to different documents.This is an 

example text with references to different documents.Another 

example. Another example. 

This is an example text with references to different documents. 

Another example. This is an example text with references to 

different documents.

This is an example text with references to different documents. 

Another example. This is an example text with references to 

different documents. Another example. This is an example text 

with references to different documents.Another example. Another 

example. Another example. This is an example text with 

references to different documents.Another example. 

Another example. This is an example text with references to 

different documents.This is an example text with references to 

different documents. Another example. This is an example text 

with references to different documents.Another example. Another 

example. This is an example text with references to different 

documents [3]. Another exampleThis is an example text with 

references to different documents.

Another example. This is an example text with references to 

different documents.Another example. This is another reference. 

Another example. This is an example text with references to 

different documents.Another example. This is an example text 

with references to different documents. Example. This is an 

example text with references to different documents.
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Figure 3: Illustration of Citation Proximity Analysis 



 

As the pie chart indicates, nearly twice 

as many study participants obtained 

more suitable documents when the CPA 

was used in comparison to the 

documents obtained by co-citation 

analysis. Not surprisingly, the study 

also substantiated the assumption that 

especially for documents with extensive 

bibliography or documents that have 

not been referenced frequently, CPA 

delivers superior results.   

 

Taking into consideration that CPA essentially works like co-citation analysis with the 

distinctive difference that the proximity among citations is analysed and therefore additional 

information about relatedness is gathered, it is not surprising that CPA outperforms Co-

citation analysis in every examined scenario
4
.  

 

Outlook & Conclusion 

Besides identifying related work, the authors currently apply the idea behind CPA for 

automatic document classification for the research paper recommender Scienstein [11]. The 

aim is to automatically analyse the topics within documents by analysing the distribution of 

references within research papers. So instead of knowing, for instance, that a certain 

publication focuses on the relativity theory, the CPA makes it possible to identify the 

document sections focusing for example, on „Time dilation’, „Length contraction‟ or „Mass-

energy equivalence‟ and then to give specific recommendations within documents or books.  

 

Moreover, it is possible to combine the CPA with text mining algorithms in order to 

automatically detect e.g. contradicting studies. “The author A has shown in his recent study 

[reference A] that in contrast to a previous study [reference B]...” So by analysing the words 

between two references it is often possible to automatically analyse in which relationship 

these two references stand to each other. 

 

It is also often possible by knowing the position of each citation within a document to draw 

conclusions about the document type e.g. state-of-the art publications etc. The gained 

information can be used to classify further documents and to develop a more sophisticated 

„Web of Science‟
5
. We believe that these technologies in combination with collaborative 

filtering will be the future for identifying related work and will open the doors for powerful 

research paper recommender systems. 

 

As shown, the CPA offers substantial advantages in identifying related documents in 

comparison to existing approaches. However, it should also be taken into account that the 

effort to calculate the CPA is considerable. It is not sufficient to evaluate the bibliography of 

documents, but it is necessary to process the complete document, identify each reference and 

map it to the corresponding entry in the bibliography, which is in practice not always 

possible, and leads in ca. 3% of cases to mismatches. This is because sometimes only an 

                                                
4 A detailed description of the study and its results will be published seperatly. 
5 http://www.garfield.library.upenn.edu/papers/mapsciworld.html 

Figure 4: Comparison of CPA and Co-citation analysis 



abstract and the bibliography can be accessed, documents cannot be parsed as OCR
6
 fails, or a 

reference style is used that makes it unfeasible to automatically link references to the 

corresponding items in the bibliography. This leads to the conclusion that although the CPA 

delivers superior results, it cannot completely replace co-citation analysis.  
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